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Pension Asset Management Multifaceted Solutions An integrated approach is essential to navigating the complex
framework of laws and minimizing the financial liabilities associated with pension and (k) plans.

More news APG, strong in collective and solidary pension Financial services provider APG Group provides
services such as executive consultancy, asset management, pension administration, pension communication
and employers services. APG performs these activities on behalf of pension funds and employers in the sectors
of education, government, construction, cleaning and glass cleaning, housing associations, energy and utility
companies, sheltered employment, medical specialists and practices of architects. It also offers supplementary
income products for individuals as well as the administration of defined contribution schemes for Premium
Pension Institutions PPIs , company pension funds, insurance companies and asset managers. APG works for
over 25, employers, providing the pension for one in five families in the Netherlands approximately 4. APG,
strong in collective and solidary pension Financial services provider APG Group provides services such as
executive consultancy, asset management, pension administration, pension communication and employers
services. Vision and mission Vision of the future Consumers expect more transparency, freedom of choice,
and accountability both in general and from the financial sector in particular. Increasing digitization and
computerization will have an impact on working methods and service provision in the sector. The pension
system will be under growing pressure in the years to come, and it will gradually but drastically change to
afford more latitude for individual consumer choice. Pension funds and participants are facing the problems of
missed indexation and possible reductions. A constant factor is the ongoing pressure on implementation costs
from pension funds so that they can realize as much future income as possible for participants. Mission and
ambition APG plays a leading role in the pension sector. It is our job to focus on the future. This means that
we actively work with all our stakeholders to ensure the continuity of the pension based on collectivism and
solidarity and its ability to stand up to future developments in the long term. Based on this mission, we have
defined our ambition as follows: It also underlines that a good investment strategy and sound pension
management today form the basis for a good pension in the future. The pension system is based on three
pillars The Dutch pension system is based on three pillars. The first pillar is AOW state pension; the second
pillar is provided by the pension funds. Participation in a pension fund is mandatory to everyone who works.
The third pillar consists of supplementary insurance policies. First pillar We concur with our clients: From ,
the age at which people become eligible for AOW state pension gradually increases. In , this will be age The
basic state pension is funded through a current income financing system; an annual calculation determines
how much cash is needed in total, and this is distributed among all contribution payers. The basic state pension
the first pillar is based on solidarity of virtually the entire population because it concerns a general legal
facility funded by a very large portion of the population. These two aspects together make for a redistribution
system referred to as solidarity. Second pillar Pension schemes constitute the second pillar. Participation in a
scheme is mandatory for every person who works if a CLA with a pension scheme is applicable. The second
pillar of the Dutch pension system is based on solidarity. This solidarity takes the shape of collective pension
schemes. It is important to keep participation mandatory. This way, pension savings are mandatory for the
entire working population, with the exception of ZZP self-employed individuals. Retirement plans are not
mandatory in the Netherlands, which is why self-employed people are free in their choice. We are convinced
that a future-ready pension system must also be based on a socially and economically strong second pillar.
Third pillar The supplementary insurance policies fall under the scope of the third pillar. Both employers and
employees are increasingly responsible for the level of income when changes take place, such as pre-pension
part-time retirement , disability or death. This also includes the individual pension products for the
self-employed and bank savings accounts. This has resulted in increasing demand for options to individually
supplement collective and semi-collective schemes.
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2: Asset Management
the pension fund assets, typically the governing body of the pension fund, but also the asset management companies
associated with them. Like previously developed principles and guidelines, these guidelines are.

Industry scope[ edit ] The business of investment has several facets, the employment of professional fund
managers, research of individual assets and asset classes , dealing, settlement, marketing, internal auditing ,
and the preparation of reports for clients. The largest financial fund managers are firms that exhibit all the
complexity their size demands. Key problems of running such businesses[ edit ] Key problems include:
Representing the owners of shares[ edit ] Institutions often control huge shareholdings. In most cases they are
acting as fiduciary agents rather than principals direct owners. The owners of shares theoretically have great
power to alter the companies via the voting rights the shares carry and the consequent ability to pressure
managements, and if necessary out-vote them at annual and other meetings. In practice, the ultimate owners of
shares often do not exercise the power they collectively hold because the owners are many, each with small
holdings ; financial institutions as agents sometimes do. There is a general belief[ by whom? Such action
would add a pressure group to those the regulators and the Board overseeing management. However, there is
the problem of how the institution should exercise this power. One way is for the institution to decide, the
other is for the institution to poll its beneficiaries. Assuming that the institution polls, should it then: The price
signals generated by large active managers holding or not holding the stock may contribute to management
change. For example, this is the case when a large active manager sells his position in a company, leading to
possibly a decline in the stock price, but more importantly a loss of confidence by the markets in the
management of the company, thus precipitating changes in the management team. Some institutions have been
more vocal and active in pursuing such matters; for instance, some firms believe that there are investment
advantages to accumulating substantial minority shareholdings i. In some cases, institutions with minority
holdings work together to force management change. Perhaps more frequent is the sustained pressure that
large institutions bring to bear on management teams through persuasive discourse and PR. On the other hand,
some of the largest investment managersâ€”such as BlackRock and Vanguard â€”advocate simply owning
every company, reducing the incentive to influence management teams. The national context in which
shareholder representation considerations are set is variable and important. The USA is a litigious society and
shareholders use the law as a lever to pressure management teams. Whereas US firms generally cater to
shareholders, Japanese businesses generally exhibit a stakeholder mentality, in which they seek consensus
amongst all interested parties against a background of strong unions and labour legislation. Philosophy refers
to the overarching beliefs of the investment organization. It is helpful if any and all of such fundamental
beliefs are supported by proof-statements. Process refers to the way in which the overall philosophy is
implemented. People refers to the staff, especially the fund managers. The questions are, Who are they? How
are they selected? How old are they? Who reports to whom? How deep is the team and do all the members
understand the philosophy and process they are supposed to be using? And most important of all, How long
has the team been working together? This last question is vital because whatever performance record was
presented at the outset of the relationship with the client may or may not relate to have been produced by a
team that is still in place. If the team has changed greatly high staff turnover or changes to the team , then
arguably the performance record is completely unrelated to the existing team of fund managers. Investment
managers and portfolio structures[ edit ] At the heart of the investment management industry are the managers
who invest and divest client investments. The advisor then recommends appropriate investments. Asset
allocation[ edit ] The different asset class definitions are widely debated, but four common divisions are stocks
, bonds , real estate and commodities. The exercise of allocating funds among these assets and among
individual securities within each asset class is what investment management firms are paid for. Asset classes
exhibit different market dynamics, and different interaction effects; thus, the allocation of money among asset
classes will have a significant effect on the performance of the fund. Some research suggests that allocation
among asset classes has more predictive power than the choice of individual holdings in determining portfolio
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return. Arguably, the skill of a successful investment manager resides in constructing the asset allocation, and
separate individual holdings, so as to outperform certain benchmarks e. Long-term returns[ edit ] It is
important to look at the evidence on the long-term returns to different assets, and to holding period returns the
returns that accrue on average over different lengths of investment. For example, over very long holding
periods e. According to financial theory, this is because equities are riskier more volatile than bonds which are
themselves more risky than cash. Diversification[ edit ] Against the background of the asset allocation, fund
managers consider the degree of diversification that makes sense for a given client given its risk preferences
and construct a list of planned holdings accordingly. The list will indicate what percentage of the fund should
be invested in each particular stock or bond. The theory of portfolio diversification was originated by
Markowitz and many others. Effective diversification requires management of the correlation between the
asset returns and the liability returns, issues internal to the portfolio individual holdings volatility , and
cross-correlations between the returns. Investment styles[ edit ] There are a range of different styles of fund
management that the institution can implement. For example, growth , value, growth at a reasonable price
GARP , market neutral , small capitalisation, indexed, etc. Each of these approaches has its distinctive
features, adherents and, in any particular financial environment, distinctive risk characteristics. For example,
there is evidence that growth styles buying rapidly growing earnings are especially effective when the
companies able to generate such growth are scarce; conversely, when such growth is plentiful, then there is
evidence that value styles tend to outperform the indices particularly successfully. Large asset managers are
increasingly profiling their equity portfolio managers to trade their orders more effectively. While this strategy
is less effective with small-cap trades, it has been effective for portfolios with large-cap companies. For that
purpose, institutions measure the performance of each fund and usually for internal purposes components of
each fund under their management, and performance is also measured by external firms that specialize in
performance measurement. The leading performance measurement firms e. In a typical case let us say an
equity fund , then the calculation would be made as far as the client is concerned every quarter and would
show a percentage change compared with the prior quarter e. This figure would be compared with other
similar funds managed within the institution for purposes of monitoring internal controls , with performance
data for peer group funds, and with relevant indices where available or tailor-made performance benchmarks
where appropriate. The specialist performance measurement firms calculate quartile and decile data and close
attention would be paid to the percentile ranking of any fund. Generally speaking, it is probably appropriate
for an investment firm to persuade its clients to assess performance over longer periods e. This can be difficult
however and, industry wide, there is a serious preoccupation with short-term numbers and the effect on the
relationship with clients and resultant business risks for the institutions. An enduring problem is whether to
measure before-tax or after-tax performance. Before-tax measurement can be misleading, especially in
regimens that tax realised capital gains and not unrealised. It is thus possible that successful active managers
measured before tax may produce miserable after-tax results. One possible solution is to report the after-tax
position of some standard taxpayer. Risk-adjusted performance measurement[ edit ] Performance
measurement should not be reduced to the evaluation of fund returns alone, but must also integrate other fund
elements that would be of interest to investors, such as the measure of risk taken. Several other aspects are also
part of performance measurement: The need to answer all these questions has led to the development of more
sophisticated performance measures, many of which originate in modern portfolio theory. Modern portfolio
theory established the quantitative link that exists between portfolio risk and return. The Capital Asset Pricing
Model CAPM developed by Sharpe highlighted the notion of rewarding risk and produced the first
performance indicators, be they risk-adjusted ratios Sharpe ratio, information ratio or differential returns
compared to benchmarks alphas. The Sharpe ratio is the simplest and best known performance measure. It
measures the return of a portfolio in excess of the risk-free rate, compared to the total risk of the portfolio.
This measure is said to be absolute, as it does not refer to any benchmark, avoiding drawbacks related to a
poor choice of benchmark. Meanwhile, it does not allow the separation of the performance of the market in
which the portfolio is invested from that of the manager. The information ratio is a more general form of the
Sharpe ratio in which the risk-free asset is replaced by a benchmark portfolio. This measure is relative, as it
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evaluates portfolio performance in reference to a benchmark, making the result strongly dependent on this
benchmark choice. Portfolio alpha is obtained by measuring the difference between the return of the portfolio
and that of a benchmark portfolio. This measure appears to be the only reliable performance measure to
evaluate active management. Portfolio return may be evaluated using factor models. The first model, proposed
by Jensen , relies on the CAPM and explains portfolio returns with the market index as the only factor. It
quickly becomes clear, however, that one factor is not enough to explain the returns very well and that other
factors have to be considered. Fama and French therefore proposed three-factor model to describe portfolio
normal returns Famaâ€”French three-factor model. Carhart proposed to add momentum as a fourth factor to
allow the short-term persistence of returns to be taken into account. This model allows a custom benchmark
for each portfolio to be developed, using the linear combination of style indices that best replicate portfolio
style allocation, and leads to an accurate evaluation of portfolio alpha. Cass Business School, London. For
those with aspirations to become an investment manager, further education may be needed beyond a bachelors
in business, finance, or economics. Designations, such as the Chartered Investment Manager CIM in Canada,
are required for practitioners in the investment management industry. A graduate degree or an investment
qualification such as the Chartered Financial Analyst designation CFA may help in having a career in
investment management.
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3: Estate & Pension Asset Management
Breaking news, analysis and commentary on fund management, pensions, ETFs, corporate governance on Financial
News.

We are investors of pension money. Our clients and their participants are at the forefront of our thoughts and
actions. We use all of our experience, expertise and innovative power to invest the pension premiums in a
sound, responsible and cost effective way We use all of our experience, expertise and innovative power to
invest the pension premiums in a sound, responsible and cost effective way. We contribute to a high quality
and affordable pension for the participants of our clients, by realizing a stable, long term return on investment,
while taking measured and controlled risks. To help achieve a sustainable world, is an inherent part of our
investment process. It is all about the balance between risk and return. And a stable policy based on a
long-term perspective. Our asset management is aimed at realizing a good and affordable pension for both
current and future generations. Worldwide, we are one of the largest pension fiduciairy asset managers. Our
clients benefit from economies of scale. It gives them access to investment options and external mandates for
example private equity and infrastructure that would otherwise not be an option, or at least not at the same
favorable conditions. With about highly qualified employees working from the Netherlands, the USA and
Asia, we have in-house expertise ensuring stable long-term returns. A single point of contact Our clients have
a single point of contact for their asset management Client Management is your single point of contact within
APG Asset Management. These financial professionals are responsible for implementing your investment
policy and assisting in all your investment processes. This concerns implementing your investment policy and
constructing your investment portfolio. We assist you in the entire investment process, issuing integral advice.
Our people are your single point of contact for all questions relating to asset management. They represent your
interests based on their fiduciary role. Responsible Investment Report
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4: Director, Pension Asset Management, North America - Florham Park, NJ
Estate & Pension Asset Management. West Broadway-Mayfield, KY / mcooper@www.enganchecubano.com

Partner Content What is Partner Content? Investopedia hosts articles from other investing and financial
information publishers across the industry. While we do not have editorial control over their content, we do
vet their articles to make sure they are suitable for our visitors. By Eric Whiteside Updated September 12, â€”
5: Changing market conditions and the need to maintain a high rate of return have resulted in pension plan
rules that allow investments in most asset classes. Treasury securities and investment-grade bonds are still part
of pension fund portfolios. Investment managers searching for higher returns than available from conservative
fixed-income instruments are expanding into high-yield bonds and well-secured commercial real estate loans.
Portfolios of asset-backed securities, such as student loans and credit-card debt, are new tools intended to
bump overall return. As of June 30, , income investments comprised Equity Equity investments in U.
Managers traditionally focus on dividends combined with growth. The search for higher return has pushed
some fund managers into riskier small-cap growth stocks and international equities. Smaller funds invest in
institutional versions of the same mutual funds and exchange-traded funds ETFs as individual investors. The
only difference is that the institutional share classes do not have front-end sales commissions, redemption
charges or 12b-1 fees and charge a lower expense ratio. Private Equity In its purest form, private equity
represents managed pools of money invested in the equity of privately held companies with the intention of
eventually selling the investments for substantial gains. Private-equity fund managers charge large fees based
on promises of above-market returns. Private equity is also a catchall term for many different types of hedge
fund and alternative investments. Pension funds are one of the largest sources of capital for the private equity
industry. Real Estate Pension fund real estate investments are passive investments made through real estate
investment trusts REIT or private equity pools. Some pension funds run real estate development departments
to participate directly in the acquisition, development or management of properties. The long-term
investments are in commercial real estate , such as office buildings, industrial parks, apartments or retail
complexes. The goal is to create a portfolio of properties that combine equity appreciation with a rising stream
of inflation-adjusted income to balance out the ups and downs of the security markets. Infrastructure
Infrastructure investments are a small part of most pension plan assets, but they are a potentially growing
market. A diverse assortment of public or private developments involving power, water, roads and energy.
Public projects experience limitations due to budgetary limits and the borrowing power of civil authorities.
Private projects require large sums of money that are either expensive or difficult to raise. Pension plans can
invest with a longer-term outlook and the ability to structure creative financing. Typical financial
arrangements include a base payment of interest and capital back to the fund, along with some form of revenue
or equity participation. A toll road might pay a small percentage of tolls in addition to the financing payment.
A power plant might pay a little bit for every megawatt generated and a percentage of the profits if another
company buys the plant. Inflation Protection Inflation protection is a benign term that is used to cover
everything from inflation-adjusted bonds to commodities, currencies and derivatives. A current trend from
asset management companies is the offering of mutual funds that engage in these types of risky alternative
investments. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you
how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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Florham Park Director, Pension Asset Management, North America - Florham Park, NJ - NJ,

In a defined-benefit plan , the employer guarantees that the employee receives a definite amount of benefit
upon retirement, regardless of the performance of the underlying investment pool. The employer is liable for a
specific flow of pension payments to the retiree the dollar amount is determined by a formula, usually based
on earnings and years of service , and if the assets in the pension plan are not sufficient to pay the benefits, the
company is liable for the remainder of the payment. American employer-sponsored pension plans date from
the s, and at their height, in the s, they covered nearly half of all private sector workers. S are covered by a
defined-benefit plan today. In a defined-contribution plan , the employer makes specific plan contributions for
the worker, usually matching to varying degrees the contributions made by the employees. In common
parlance, "pension plan" often means the more traditional defined-benefit plan, with a set payout, funded and
controlled entirely by the employer. Some companies offer both types of plans. They even allow employees to
roll over k balances into their defined-benefit plans. There is another variation, the pay-as-you-go pension
plan. Set up by the employer, these tend to be wholly funded by the employee, who can opt for salary
deductions or lump sum contributions which are generally not permitted on k plans. Otherwise, they similarly
to k plans, except that they usually offer no company match. Companies that provide retirement plans are
referred to as plan sponsors fiduciaries , and ERISA requires each company to provide a specific level of plan
information to employees who are eligible. Plan sponsors provide details on investment options and the dollar
amount of worker contributions that are matched by the company, if applicable. Employees also need to
understand vesting , which refers to the dollar amount of the pension assets that are owned by the worker;
vesting is based on the number of years of service and other factors. Vesting Enrollment in a defined-benefit
plan is usually automatic within one year of employment, although vesting can either be immediate or spread
out over seven years. But if your employer matches those contributions or gives you company stock as part of
your benefits package, it may set up a schedule under which a certain percentage is handed over to you each
year until you are "fully vested. That gives them their tax-advantaged status. Employers get a tax break on the
contributions they make to the plan for their employees. Contributions they make to the plan come "off the
top" of their paychecks â€” that is, are taken out of their gross income. That effectively reduces their taxable
income , and, in turn, the amount they owe the IRS come April Funds placed in a retirement account then
grow at a tax-deferred rate, meaning no tax is due on them as long as they remain in the account. Upon
retirement, when you start receiving funds from a qualified pension plan, you may have to pay federal and
state income taxes. If you have no investment in the plan because you have not contributed anything or are
considered to not have contributed anything, your employer did not withhold contributions from your salary or
you have received all of your contributions investments in the contract tax free in previous years, your pension
is fully taxable. If you contributed money after tax was paid, your pension or annuity is only partially taxable.
Partially taxable qualified pensions are taxed under the Simplified Method. Some companies are keeping their
traditional defined-benefit plans, but are freezing their benefits, meaning that after a certain point, workers will
no longer accrue greater payments, no matter how long they work for the company or how large their salary
grows. When a pension plan provider decides to implement or modify the plan, the covered employees almost
always receive a credit for any qualifying work performed prior to the change. The extent to which past work
is covered varies from plan to plan. When applied in this way, the plan provider must cover this cost
retroactively for each employee in a fair and equal way over the course of his or her remaining service years.
Pension Funds When a defined-benefit plan is made up of pooled contributions from employers, unions or
other organizations, it is commonly referred to as a pension fund. Run by a financial intermediary and
managed by professional fund managers on behalf of a company and its employees, pension funds control
relatively large amounts of capital and represent the largest institutional investors in many nations; their
actions can dominate the stock markets in which they are invested. Pension funds are typically exempt from
capital gains tax. Earnings on their investment portfolios are tax deferred or tax exempt. Advantages and
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Disadvantages A pension fund provides a fixed, preset benefit for employees upon retirement, helping workers
plan their future spending. The employer makes the most contributions and cannot retroactively decrease
pension fund benefits. Voluntary employee contributions may be allowed as well. Since benefits do not
depend on asset returns, benefits remain stable in a changing economic climate. Businesses can contribute
more money to a pension fund and deduct more from their taxes than with a defined-contribution plan. A
pension fund helps subsidize early retirement for promoting specific business strategies. However, a pension
plan is more complex and costly to establish and maintain than other retirement plans. Employees have no
control over investment decisions. In addition, an excise tax applies if the minimum contribution requirement
is not satisfied or if excess contributions are made to the plan. No loans or early withdrawals are available
from a pension fund. In-service distributions are not allowed to a participant before age Taking early
retirement generally results in a smaller monthly payout. Monthly Annuity or Lump Sum? With a
defined-benefit plan, you usually have two choices when it comes to distribution: Some plans allow you to do
both, i. In any case, there will likely be a deadline by which you have to decide, and your decision will be
final. There are several things to consider when choosing between a monthly annuity and a lump sum. Some
people decide to take the single life annuity, opting to purchase a whole life or other type of life insurance
policy to provide income for the surviving spouse. When the employee dies, the pension payout stops;
however, the spouse then receives a large death benefit payout tax-free which can be invested and uses to
replace the taxable pension payout that has ceased. This strategy, which goes by the fancy-sounding name
pension maximization , may not be a bad idea if the cost of the insurance is less than the difference between
the single life and joint and survivor payouts. In many cases, however, the cost far outweighs the benefit. Can
your pension fund ever run out of money? Of course, PBGC payments may not be as much as you would have
received from your original pension plan. Annuities usually pay out at a fixed rate. They may or may not
include inflation protection. If not, the amount you get is set from retirement on. This can reduce the real value
of your payments each year, depending on how the cost of living is going. And since it rarely is going down,
many retirees prefer to take their money in a lump sum. If you take a lump sum, you avoid the potential if
unlikely problem of your pension plan going broke, or losing some or all of your pension if the company files
for bankruptcy. If there is money left when you die, you can pass it along as part of your estate. No guaranteed
lifetime income, as with an annuity. And, unless you roll the lump sum into an IRA or other tax-sheltered
account, the whole amount will be immediately taxed and could push you into a higher tax bracket. If your
defined-benefit plan is with a public-sector employer, your lump sum distribution may only be equal to your
contributions. Of course, you can always use a lump sum distribution to purchase an immediate annuity on
your own, which could provide a monthly income stream, including inflation protection. As an individual
purchaser, however, your income stream will probably not be as large as it would with an annuity from your
original defined-benefit pension fund. Which Yields More Money? With just a few assumptions, and a small
amount of math, you can determine which choice yields the largest cash payout. You know the present value
of a lump-sum payment, of course. But in order to figure out which makes better financial sense, you need to
estimate the present value of annuity payments. To figure out the discount or future expected interest rate for
the annuity payments, think about how you might invest the lump sum payment and then use that interest rate
to discount back the annuity payments. On the surface, the choice appears clear: Using the discount rate of 7.
Other Deciding Factors There are other basic factors that must almost always be taken into consideration in
any pension maximization analysis. One who accepts a lump sum at age 50 is obviously taking more of a risk
than one who receives a similar offer at age Younger clients face a higher level of uncertainty than older ones,
both financially and in other ways. Your current health and projected longevity: If your family history shows a
pattern of predecessors dying of natural causes in their late 60s or early 70s, then a lump-sum payment may be
the way to go. Conversely, someone who is projected to live to age 90 will quite often come out ahead by
taking the pension. Remember that most lump sum payouts are calculated based on charted life expectancies ,
so those who live past their projected age are, at least mathematically, likely to beat the lump sum payout. You
might also consider whether health insurance benefits are tied to the pension payouts in any way. Your current
financial situation: If you are in dire straits financially, then the lump-sum payout may be necessary. Your tax
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bracket can also be an important consideration; if you are in one of the top marginal tax brackets, then the bill
from Uncle Sam on a lump-sum payout can be murderous. And if you are burdened with a large amount of
high-interest obligations, it may be wiser to simply take the lump sum to pay off all of your debts rather than
continue to pay interest on all of those mortgages , car loans, credit cards , student loans and other consumer
liabilities for years to come. A lump-sum payout may also be a good idea for those who intend to continue
working at another company and can roll this amount into their new plan, or for those who have delayed their
Social Security until a later age and can count on a higher level of guaranteed income from that. If you feel
confident your portfolio will be able to generate investment returns that will approximate the total amount that
could have been received from the pension, then the lump sum may be the way to go. Current market
conditions and interest rates will also obviously play a role, and the portfolio that is used must fall within the
parameters of your risk tolerance , time horizon and specific investment objectives. In case of a company plan
going bankrupt, along with the protection of the PBGC, state reinsurance funds often step in to indemnify all
customers of an insolvent carrier up to perhaps two or three hundred thousand dollars. The cost of life
insurance: This type of policy can also carry accelerated benefit riders that can help to cover the costs for
critical, terminal or chronic illness or nursing home care. However, if you are medically uninsurable, then the
pension may be the safer route. A pension payout option that provides a cost-of-living increase each year is
worth far more than one that does not. The purchasing power from pensions without this feature will steadily
diminish over time, so those who opt for this path need to be prepared to either lower their standard of living
in the future or else supplement their income from other sources. If you want to leave a legacy for children or
other heirs , then an annuity is out. The payments from these plans always cease at the death of either the
retiree or the spouse, if a spousal benefit option was elected. If the pension payout is clearly the better option,
then a portion of that income should be diverted into a life insurance policy, or provide the body of a trust.
6: Pension Plan Definition | Investopedia
APG Asset Management is a Dutch pension capital investor. Our asset management is aimed at realizing a good and
affordable pension for both current and future generations. Worldwide, we are one of the largest pension fiduciairy asset
managers.

7: Who is APG - APG
OAK PENSION ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED - Free company information from Companies House including
registered office address, filing history, accounts, annual return, officers, charges, business activity.

8: Investment management - Wikipedia
Top Asset Managers 10 years of asset growth. June (magazine) By Liam Kennedy This September marks 10 years
since the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the high-water mark of the financial crisis - a decade of profound changes
and steady growth for the asset management industry.

9: Al Meezan Investment Management Limited
Ultimately, the pension benefit payments have to be met through some combination of contributions from the sponsor
and investment returns on plan assets (Funding.
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